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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter deals with harm caused and suffered across national borders, such as nu
clear damage, road and air traffic accidents, defective products, and human rights viola
tions by transnational corporations. First, it explores how supranational, international,
and national tort law may respond to such harmful events. This also identifies gaps, such
as the lack of international regulation of company behavior when it comes to protecting
human rights. Subsequently, this chapter analyzes how soft law instruments are aimed at
filling this void and how soft law is translated into binding regional and domestic regula
tion. This may in turn tort law standards to protect human rights. Finally, this chapter
looks in more detail into various aspects of transnational tort law, from the perspective of
the hurdles faced by victims and with references to key cases.
Keywords: business and human rights, soft law, nuclear damage, road traffic accidents, defective products, supra
national tort law, international tort law, parent company liability, private international law, fact-finding.

I. Setting the Scene
A. Introduction
HARM is increasingly caused and suffered across national borders. Tort law is therefore
more and more gaining transnational dimensions.1 As from the second part of the twenti
eth century, this has become apparent in areas such as liability for nuclear damage, liabil
ity for road and air traffic accidents, and liability for internationally traded defective
products with components from various parts of the world.
Since the beginning of this century, transnational tort law is increasingly linked to the in
volvement of transnational companies (TNCs) in human rights violations abroad, particu
larly in developing countries. Examples are poor labor conditions, including child and
slave labor, cooperation or collusion with violent or corrupt governments, and grand-scale
environmental pollution.
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Public international law protects the freedom of trade but does not regulate the way com
panies use this freedom. International human rights law imposes obligations on states,
but it is disputed whether it also does so on companies. This means that there are no
binding international legal instruments that impose duties on companies not to infringe
human rights. Remedies for human rights infringements by companies have to be estab
lished on the basis of domestic tort law.
This international legal void has triggered the development of nonbinding soft law instru
ments,2 particularly the UN Guiding Principles (section 4). These instruments are imple
mented and enforced in various nonlegal ways. They are also the basis for a new wave of
regional and domestic legislation on reporting and due diligence obligations (nr. 5).
(p. 556) Moreover, international soft law standards have the potential to trickle down in
the courts when setting the required standard of care in domestic tort law. These devel
opments have created a dynamic transnational and polycentric process of standard set
ting for TNCs and for the global protection of human rights.
This chapter will first explore the existing supranational and international tort law frame
work as well as the lack of international regulation of company behavior when it comes to
protecting human rights (nr. 2–3). Subsequently, the chapter will analyze how soft law in
struments are aiming to fill this void and how this development is followed up in regional
and domestic regulation, which in turn may influence tort law standards in order to pro
tect human rights (nr. 4–6). Finally, this chapter will look in more detail into various as
pects of transnational tort law, from the perspective of the hurdles faced by victims and
with references to key cases (nr. 7–11).
It is not self-evident to use the terminology of “tort” rather than “delict” or “extracontrac
tual liability.” Although the word “tort” derives from the French word for wrong,3 in a le
gal sense “tort” is a typical common law term that does not have a true parallel in conti
nental legal systems. That said, most English language comparative law books on extra
contractual liability currently use the terminology “tort,” and this now has become com
mon parlance.4

B. Regional and Global Tort Law
Transnational tort law plays a role both at a regional and a global level. At the regional
level, the European Union and the European Convention on Human Rights are good ex
amples.
EU tort law can be found in EU Treaty provisions, in certain Regulations and Directives,
and in the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg. Promi
nent examples of EU tort law include the Francovich case law concerning liability of mem
ber states for breach of EU law and the Product Liability Directive on liability for defec
tive products. The latter has been an important example for other jurisdictions all over
the world to reform their product liability regimes.5
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Generally, EU law regulates liability questions and leaves the provision of an effective
remedy to domestic law. An exception is the Antitrust Damages Directive, which aims to
create and harmonize remedies for breach of EU competition law. This may influence the
development of remedies at the domestic level.6
The European Court of Human Rights applies the European Convention of Human Rights,
and its case law is of growing importance for domestic tort law. The geographic scope is
broader than that of the European Union and encompasses forty-seven states. The Con
vention protects fundamental rights, including the right to life, safety, health, privacy,
family life, and property. It impacts various areas of domestic tort law, and it also has a
(p. 557) considerable impact on the case law and legislation of the European Union, not
only with respect to liability questions but also as regards providing an effective remedy
for the infringement of fundamental rights.7
To a considerable extent, supranational tort law is based on principles common to the
member states or the contracting parties.8 Domestic tort law systems, diverse as they
may be in their structure and content, both influence and are influenced by supranational
law and, due to increasing international information exchange at academic, legislative
and judicial levels, they are also influenced by other national systems. These vertical and
horizontal lines of influence are typical for the state of affairs in various areas of tort law
and illustrative for the emergence of a multilayered international order, also in the area of
tort law.9
Just like regional supranational tort law, international (global) tort law has developed in a
limited and piecemeal way, notably in the areas of nuclear accidents and international
transport.
Treaties regarding liability for damage caused by nuclear accidents date from the early
1960s, shortly after the first nuclear power stations began to operate.10 Liability is chan
neled to the operator of the nuclear installation, is absolute, and limited to SDR 300 mil
lion.11 After the Chernobyl disaster (1986), the contracting parties created a fund provid
ing additional financial means for compensation.12
International liability of air carriers is mainly governed by the Montreal Convention
1999.13 Remedies for breach of the Convention are to be decided on the basis of the ap
plicable domestic law. However, the differences between and deficiencies of these domes
tic laws are exposed in aircraft accidents with passengers from various nationalities on
board the same aircraft. After the crash of a Germanwings flight in the French Alps in
2015 caused by a suicide pilot, bereaved parents of a group of school children on-board
the aircraft did not have a substantive claim for damages under German tort law. This
triggered the amendment of the German Civil Code, acknowledging the right of next of
kin to claim damages for bereavement (sec. 844(3) BGB).14
Other areas of international tort law concern the liability of a sea carrier toward passen
gers,15 and third parties,16 as well as the liability of oil-carrying ships for oil pollution at
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sea.17 These substantive conventions are complemented by conventions regarding
private international law topics in the area of tort law.18
(p. 558)

C. Free Trade and the Lack of International Tort Obligations
The freedom of trade is facilitated and enforced by international law: since 1948 by the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and since 1995, by the World Trade Organisa
tion (WTO).19 The WTO’s aim is to liberalize international trade, removing trade barriers
and adjudicate trade disputes. This process is driven by the most powerful countries and
the most powerful corporate lobbies with little or no democratic control.20
Where the freedom of trade is strongly regulated and enforced, the way companies trade
is hardly subject to international binding rules.21 Conventions in the area of international
tort law only cover a fraction of transnational corporate behavior (nr. 2). There is a con
siderable range of international treaties protecting human rights but the current view is
that they do not impose obligations on companies.22 Human rights obligations only apply
to corporations if they serve a public function such as a privatized state-owned
company.23
In 2003, an effort was made at the United Nations to introduce human rights obligations
for companies. However, these so-called Norms regarding multinational companies’ re
sponsibility with regard to human rights appeared to be very controversial. One of the
reasons was that the Norms not only obliged companies to respect human rights but also
to fulfill them.24
The lack of a binding international legal framework means that there are considerable le
gal voids, particularly in the area of human rights protection. This means that to a
(p. 559) considerable extent it is for domestic tort law to provide human rights protection.
However, where the enforcement of rights through the tort law system is already limited
in Western countries, in many developing countries it is compounded by a number of fac
tors. First, developing countries are often strongly dependent on TNCs for their economy
and, in a race to the bottom, they compete for their foreign investment with businessfriendly rules as regards health and safety, environment, labor, and tax.25 Second, many
governments are economically considerably less powerful than TNCs. And third, the
hands of developing countries’ regulators are usually tied by investment treaties, requir
ing them to provide a range of privileges and guarantees to investing corporations, in
cluding freezing or stabilization clauses stipulating that existing legislation must not be
changed to the detriment of the corporation until the end of the investment period. This
may be decades, sometimes up to half a century. This prevents the host country from up
grading its legislation in the areas of labor law, environmental law, and human rights law.
Conflicts between the host government and the corporation remain confidential as they
are subject to arbitration. Arbitration panels barely take human rights into account when
adjudicating conflicts.26
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These factors limit public and private enforcement of domestic regulations, including tort
law. The result is that costs are shifted to the environment, to people living in the
company’s vicinity, and employees, including children who are deprived of their youth
and their right to education. Although international trade may also have great benefits for
to the poor, the legal balance between free trade and human rights is fundamentally
flawed.
Companies do not necessarily use this void for their own benefit. Indeed, for various rea
sons many businesses are committed “to obey the law, even if it is not enforced, and to re
spect the principles of relevant international instruments where national law is absent.”27
However, until recently it was very much up for discussion what it meant to respect the
principles of relevant international instruments. Also businesses were looking for guid
ance, provided it would not lead to binding obligations.

II. Developing Transnational Tort Standards
A. Filling Legal Void by Soft Law and the Impact on Tort Law
The failure of the UN Norms (nr. 3) made clear that there was insufficient support for
binding rules for TNCs involved in human rights abuses abroad. To break the deadlock,
Kofi (p. 560) Annan, the then UN Secretary-General, appointed John Ruggie as his Special
Representative on human rights and transnational corporations and other business enter
prises. After broad consultations and research, Ruggie presented the “Protect, Respect
and Remedy” Framework in 2008, and provided Guidelines to operationalize it. The UN
Human Rights Council endorsed the UN Guiding Principles (UNGPs) in 2011.28
The UNGPs consist of three pillars: the state’s duty to protect human rights, the
business’s responsibility to respect human rights, and the responsibility of states and
businesses to provide adequate remedies in case of adverse human rights impacts. Where
human rights are interpreted in the broadest sense possible, the UNGPs are currently
considered to be the global standard for businesses when it comes to respecting human
rights. They capture both aspects of tort law: the standard of care and the provision of
remedies, but in a legally nonbinding way.
The second pillar, the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, builds upon other
soft law instruments, such as the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (first is
sued in 1976)29 and the Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational En
terprises and Social Policy (1977).30 As regards the former, National Contact Points deal
with complaints that corporations do not comply with the Guidelines: they can provide
mediation and a declaration.31
Both the OECD Guidelines and the UNGPs flesh out the companies’ responsibility to con
duct human rights due diligence. In line with modern views on governance and regula
tion, the emphasis of this responsibility is on process rather than substance and outcome.
Following the endorsement of the UNGPs, companies increasingly implement due dili
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gence processes with respect to their subsidiaries, suppliers, customers, governments,
and joint venture partners. For many companies this process is closely linked to tradition
al business instruments to controlling risks and protecting reputation, as well as to forms
of self-regulation and codes of conduct. An important difference is that the perspective of
the UNGP due diligence process is to protect the position of rights holders, rather than
that of the company.
Although soft law instruments are not legally binding, they bind in many nonlegal ways.
In a number of countries, complying with the UNGPs is a condition to receive government
favors, such as export credit guarantees, participating in trade missions, and gaining con
tracts for services or goods under procurement procedures. By linking procurement with
human rights, governments effectively “buy” social justice and human rights protection
and help enlarge the market for sustainable and fair goods and services.32
Moreover, financial institutions are increasingly requiring clients (both borrowers
and investees) to comply with the UNGPs or comparable sets of rules to respect human
rights. The same goes for lead companies in global value chains imposing their human
rights and sustainability policies and practices on their suppliers.33 Respect for human
rights is also a condition for funding inasmuch as they are included in the Performance
(p. 561)

Standards of the International Finance Corporation, which is part of the World Bank.
Hence, even though the UNGPs are not legally binding, they have a considerable impact
on companies. Even though there is still much room for improvement, they increasingly
have due diligence procedures in place to detect their possible negative impacts on hu
man rights and to report about their policies and practices in this regard.34
Where the UNGPs were drafted in cooperation with all major stakeholders (businesses,
civil society organizations (CSOs), and governments), their interpretation and opera
tionalization requires similar forms of cooperation and partnerships. An example is the
Dutch process of multistakeholder agreements on International Responsible Business
Conduct to implement the UNGPs.35 This way, a new way of norm-setting and -enforce
ment can be developed in an area that is to a great extent an unregulated or low regulat
ed part of tort law.

B. Turning International Soft Law into Domestic Tort Law
Soft law is generally considered to be not binding, but the reality is more complex. Not
only are there various nonlegal ways in which soft law rules are enforced (nr. 4), ele
ments of soft law instruments are also turned into binding legislation, and the interna
tionally soft standards of conduct may start to trickle down into the decisions of local
courts, applying the open norm of the standard of care in domestic tort law. Viewed in
this light, soft law is indeed an intermediate stage on the path leading to binding law.36
Notable legislative initiatives include the EU Timber Regulation,37 the EU Directive on
Non-Financial Reporting 2014,38 the EU Regulation on conflict minerals 2017,39 the Unit
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ed Kingdom Modern Slavery Act 2015,40 and the French Act on the duty of vigilance
2017.41
In the United States, legislative initiatives include the Dodd-Frank Act (sec.
1502), the Business Supply Chain Transparency on Trafficking and Slavery Act,43 and
the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act.44
(p. 562)

42

Several other initiatives are pending in the legislative process (popular initiative on duty
of care for Swiss-based multinational corporations;45 Private Members Bill on Child
Labour due diligence in Dutch Parliament), or have stranded (green card procedure na
tional parliaments46). Mention can also be made of the process to negotiate a Treaty on
Business and Human Rights under the auspices of the United Nations.47
So far, the legislative emphasis is on reporting and transparency obligations. The idea is
that such obligations may stimulate the process of due diligence and the learning process
as to how to conduct this process. In the future, this may lead to more specific regulation
in the area of due diligence. An obstacle for developing further obligations is that reliabil
ity and compatibility of company reports is unclear because few companies apply recog
nized audit standards.48 For example, only a limited number of companies report accord
ing to the rules of the Global Reporting Initiative.49
This legislative drive usually faces strong opposition from companies and particularly its
representing business organizations. However, also here the picture is more gray than
black and white, as a growing number of companies that take human rights and sustain
ability more seriously, increasingly see fair competition distorted because of companies
that do not respect these fundamental values. Therefore, legislation sometimes also gains
support from businesses to eliminate unfair competition and create a level playing field.
These developments all have a potential bearing on the standard of care in domestic tort
law. When applying the standard of care in domestic tort law, courts usually need to as
sess what a reasonable acting (legal) person would do or, in slightly different wording,
what a (legal) person can be required to do from a societal point of view. It goes without
saying that this societal perspective is also shaped by the UNGPs and other soft law in
struments, as well as by the consequential implementing legislation.
Considering the preceding, one may distinguish four phases in legislative activity in the
area of transnational tort law regarding human rights and sustainability. The first phase
roughly started in the 1990s, comprising voluntary corporate social responsibility (CSR),
voluntary reporting, and the development of principles of good governance. From 2005,
legislative activity started with a focus on reporting on nonfinancial aspects, which
(p. 563) coincided with the introduction of the UNGPs and an update of the OECD Guide
lines. From 2015, the focus is beginning to move to include regulating mandatory due
diligence, partly with fines or (indirectly) damages, potentially in civil law countries. In
the course of the next decade, we may very well see a further shift to mandatory human
rights obligations toward victims, partly sanctioned by fines and partly by damages.
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C. Domestic Tort Law as Human Rights Protector
As public international law does not impose human rights obligations on companies (nr.
3), it is mainly down to domestic tort law to protect human rights against corporate con
duct. This is not self-evident, as not everyone may consider tort law as a system protect
ing (human) rights. However, this view is flawed in a number of ways.
First, tort law is an important instrument to enforce human rights domestically against
public bodies. Under the European Convention on Human Rights, tort law provides an im
portant way to an effective remedy (art. 13).
Second, whereas tort law is usually framed in terms like repairing harm or compensating
damage, the underlying issue is often not (only) the damage in terms of monetary loss but
the encroachment of more fundamental values that can be encapsulated in terms of
rights. Long-standing examples are the common law trespass torts that are actionable per
se. This means that an action also lies if no damage is suffered: the underlying value that
is negatively impacted by people being touched (battery) or threatened (assault) by an
other person is the right to protection of the personal sphere, also when this does not
lead to tangible or legally recognized damage.50
Third, also in cases where someone does suffer damage, this monetary loss is often the
consequence of a fundamental right being infringed, such as the right to life, to health, or
to physical integrity. This is clearly illustrated in the German Civil Code (in force since
1900) that in Section 823(1) protects a number of rights, such as the right to life, to phys
ical integrity, to health, to personal liberty, and to property. These rights are also protect
ed by international human rights treaties. Hence, when it comes to personal injury and
property loss, tort law does not so much protect against damage as protect against the
consequences of the infringement of a fundamental right. French tort law, with its empha
sis on strict liability rules that apply to cases of death and personal injury, is not explicitly
rights-based, but with its extensive application of strict liability rules, it is implicitly so,
and de facto perhaps even more so than German tort law.51
Fourth, maintaining and developing domestic tort law is one of the ways in which a state
discharges its public international duty to protect its citizens’ human rights, also in hori
zontal relationships, and to provide effective remedies in case these rights are infringed.
This may have been more apparent in areas like the protection of privacy and the free
dom of speech, but it is equally the case in the areas of death and personal injury.52
Fifth, the UNGPs are assuming that corporations can negatively impact virtually
all internationally recognized human rights—not only economic, political, and labor rights
but also civil rights like the rights to life, freedom, safety, physical and mental health, pri
vacy, protection from discrimination on grounds like disability, gender, religion, race, age
or sexual orientation, and the freedoms of thought, speech, expression, religion, and
movement.53 The corporate responsibility to respect these human rights in the second pil
lar of the UNGPs is the recognition of a fundamental principle that may not be enforce
able under public international law but may have a considerable influence on how
(p. 564)
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transnational tort cases are framed, conducted, and decided under domestic tort law. In
deed, many claims against TNCs for involvement in human rights abuses by their busi
ness partners in other, particularly developing countries, are based on domestic tort law
(nr. 11).
Tort law is not only an instrument to hold governments, companies, and individuals to ac
count by imposing duties of care or strict duties on them not to infringe rights, it also
aims to provide an effective remedy when a right has been infringed. Where the second
pillar of the UNGPs is influential in shaping the company’s duties through the develop
ment of human rights due diligence, the third pillar may become influential in the respon
sibility of governments and companies to provide an effective remedy. In the end, human
rights are only properly protected if infringed rights are effectively remedied. And al
though litigation of human rights victims against TNCs has considerably increased over
the past decades, the results so far indicate that it only very rarely serves its function to a
provide a remedy for victims (nr. 11).
The UNGPs third pillar may therefore provide a middle way to ensure remedies for vic
tims for the consequences of adverse human rights impacts. Not only do the UNGPs re
quire businesses to actively conduct due diligence in order to detect these adverse im
pacts but also to provide a remedy if a company has caused or contributed to this impact.
Whereas in tort law, companies may sit back until claims are being filed and then vigor
ously defend their position without taking into account the interests of the claimants, un
der the third pillar they are required to provide remedies in a proactive way: the compa
ny should not wait until the victims asked for one.
An example is the aftermath of the Rana Plaza disaster in Bangladesh in 2013 where over
1,100 people were killed when a factory producing garments for a number of brands col
lapsed. In order to pay compensation, the Rana Plaza Donors Trust Fund was established
under the Rana Plaza Arrangement. Its over $30 million is financed by a combination of
funds, including contributions from buyers and other private donors. The Trust Fund will
be used to pay victims and their families. After a claim process under the terms of the
Arrangement, independent commissioners recommend the payable amounts. This process
ensures a swift remedy for victims.54
Next to monetary compensation, a tort remedy may also consist of an injunction. In the
framework of the Rana Plaza disaster, one may think of the necessity to improve factory
safety. In practice, tort law is generally not an effective road to such a remedy. A more ef
fective instrument was included in the Accord on Fire and Building Safety. This is an inde
pendent and legally binding agreement between brands and trade unions to reinforce
safety (p. 565) and welfare of Bangladeshi garment-factory workers. It aims to prevent the
recurrence of similar incidents. The Accord includes a system for dispute resolution, in
cluding arbitration. In this framework, trade unions can compel TNCs to comply with
remedying life-threatening hazards at its factories.55
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All in all, it can be submitted that tort law is, at least in theory, an appropriate instrument
to protect human rights against infringements by TNCs but that in practice its effective
ness is limited. Soft law instruments like the UNGPs may provide a more effective instru
ment to prevent human rights from being infringed and to remedy infringed human
rights.

III. Transnational Tort Litigation
A. Introduction
Transnational tort law includes a variety of claims (nr. 1) and increasingly concerns
claims of victims in developing countries alleging that their human rights have been di
rectly or indirectly infringed by TNCs based in Western countries. The substance of many
of these claims is that the parent company did not do enough to prevent its subsidiary
from causing human rights violations.56 Claims for harm caused in the supply chain are
usually not claims by victims but by CSO’s or consumers alleging that the company has
provided misleading information about its practices as regards its supply chain.57 In Eu
rope, such actions are possible under the EU Unfair Commercial Practices Directive, ban
ning a company from issuing false information about its products or services if this de
ceives the average consumer and is likely to cause him to buy a product or service, which
he would not have done otherwise.58
Obviously, victims could choose to bring a claim for infringing human rights by a TNC in a
local court against the local subsidiary or supplier that is the direct cause of the harm.
However, for a number of reasons, they may prefer to bring the claim against the parent
company in a Western country or the lead company in the global value chain. Such a
strategy exposes the heart of the company to its involvement in the human rights viola
tions and helps affecting the company’s reputation by the media coverage. It also means
that victims have a solvent debtor when the entities that directly inflicted the harm may
not be able to pay, particularly in the case of grand-scale human rights violations.
Moreover, litigating in local courts may lead to uncertainty, for example, if the ju
diciary is susceptible to corruption. Western courts usually also have a better legal infra
structure for cases with many victims, and they may provide better opportunities for legal
aid.59 That said, only very few law firms take on such cases because they are complex,
risky, hard-fought by the TNCs, resource-intensive, of uncertain duration and outcome,
and have significant cash-flow implications for the lawyers, who also tend to be at the less
wealthy end of the legal profession. Corporate lawyers, by contrast, are funded on an on
going basis irrespective of outcome.60
(p. 566)

Apart from problems every personal injury victim faces, victims in developing countries
holding a Western TNC to account face a number of factual and legal problems that are
more specific to transnational law claims. One may particularly think of problems of fact-
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finding (nr. 8), parent-subsidiary relationship (nr. 9), the competent forum (nr. 10), and
the law applicable to the substantive liability question (nr. 11).

B. Fact-finding and Funding
Perhaps the most fundamental problem for transnational tort litigation is fact-finding,
particularly when it comes to litigation by victims of human rights violations against
transnational corporations.
First, the harm is often suffered in a country with a weak infrastructure, and it may be
problematic to get to the area. Collecting and investigating the facts may also be troubled
by security issues, as violence may be a common feature of daily life or the country’s cen
tral or local government may ban foreigners.
Second, communication issues may occur when the victims do not have modern means of
communication like telephone and internet or are not used to reporting in writing. Also,
communication and reporting cultures may differ from what is common in Western coun
tries. And victims may not feel free to speak out, either because of fear of the corporation
or because of fear of the government.
For these reasons, collecting evidence is often extremely time-consuming and costly, par
ticularly when there are many victims. For example, in the English Trafigura case the
claimants’ lawyers recruited and trained dozens of staff to interview almost 30,000 poten
tial victims about their experiences, health, and damage, and to properly report on the re
sults.61
These problems contribute to the high burden to prepare claims against TNCs, costs that
need to be prefinanced without any certainty as to whether enough evidence will be col
lected to start litigation against the company and in the end be successful. Sometimes
CSOs like Global Witness are prepared to finance fact-finding missions. In Anglo-Ameri
can systems law firms may be able to prefinance fact-finding costs in the hope that they
will be able to recoup them in a settlement or after a court decision. In other cases in
vestors and insurers are taking the litigation risks, expecting a share of the damages if
the claims are successful. (p. 567) This makes litigation against TNCs for which there is
hardly financial limits look like a fight between David and Goliath, and the outcome is of
ten different than in that historic fight.

C. Parent-Subsidiary Issues
Many transnational tort cases for violation of human rights by TNCs are filed against par
ent companies headquartered in Western countries, usually not because they actively
caused harm but because they were involved in the harm caused by a subsidiary. In prac
tice, it is usually difficult to find evidence supporting such claims, as it requires informa
tion held by the companies involved. This is even more problematic in civil law jurisdic
tions, as they lack effective disclosure or discovery rules (nr. 10). More generally, the
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question is under which circumstances a parent company may be held liable for harm
caused by its subsidiary.
Corporations are nowadays multiheaded organizations, comprising many entities that are
linked in a usually very complex way. Despite this complexity, many will regard the corpo
ration as a unity. Corporations also consider themselves as a unity, particularly for mar
keting and branding reasons. When it comes to legal accountability, however, corpora
tions argue that they consist of independent legal entities. Therefore, they argue, a par
ent company cannot be held liable for its subsidiaries’ conduct.62
This tort law concept of a group consisting of independent legal entities contrasts with ar
eas such as financial reporting and tax law. The tax authorities are allowed to look
through the group and make the parent pay for its subsidiary’s liabilities. In financial re
porting, companies are obliged to include other legal entities that they own for more than
50 percent in their consolidated accounts. This means that debts of subsidiaries directly
affect the annual account of the group. Hence, in tax law and in financial reporting, the
parent company is strictly liable for the subsidiary’s debts. In EU competition law, the
fact that the parent holds a majority of shares in a subsidiary is a strong indication that it
has control over the subsidiary’s policies and operations.63 This approach to parent com
pany liability may trickle down into private damages claims for breach of competition law
through the EU Antitrust Damages Directive.64
The UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines entirely ignore the principle of independent legal
entities. They rather assume that a parent company has control over its subsidiaries. This
assumption also applies to codes of conduct that are usually applied to all group entities
and internally enforced. Generally, it will be hard for a parent to argue that it complies
with the UNGPs responsibility to respect human rights in its group but in a tort case ar
gue that it does not have control over its subsidiaries. Hence, the negation of the inde
pendent entity theory in soft law instruments may lead to an erosion of the credibility of
the independent entity theory in tort law.
Currently, there are two ways to hold a parent company liable for a subsidiary’s
conduct, and both are subject to high thresholds: piercing the corporate veil (basically
when the subsidiary’s conduct can be identified with that of the parent) and the breach of
a duty of care by the parent company (negligent conduct vis-à-vis third parties).65
(p. 568)

Many countries recognize the possibility of “piercing the corporate veil,” but they require
abuse of legal entities leading to fraud, which is only accepted in very serious cases.66
One of the reasons for this reluctance may be that these cases usually concern pure eco
nomic loss, and courts may prefer a stricter approach in cases of serious human rights vi
olations.67
Another basis for claims against parent companies is the breach of a duty of care owed to
individuals affected by its subsidiary’s operations, such as employees and local communi
ties.68 In many continental European systems, a duty of the parent vis-à-vis its subsidiary
requires that the parent has at least a supermajority stake in the subsidiary’s shares (twoPage 12 of 24
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thirds, or 75 percent), and that it directs, controls, or coordinates the activities of the
subsidiary. Often, additional requirements have to be met.69
In English law, the situation is more fluid.70 A recent example is Chandler v. Cape. Be
tween 1959 and 1962, David Chandler had been exposed at work to asbestos, and in 2007
he was diagnosed with asbestosis. As his employer had gone out of business, he pursued
his claim against parent company Cape plc. The Court of Appeal held that the law may
impose on a parent company responsibility for the health and safety of its subsidiary’s
employees, such as in a situation where (1) the business of parent and subsidiary are the
same; (2) the parent has superior knowledge on the relevant aspects of health and safety
in the industry; (3) the parent company knows or ought to know that the subsidiary’s sys
tem of work is unsafe; (4) the parent knows or ought to foresee that the subsidiary or its
employees rely on using its superior knowledge for employees’ protection.71
In the subsequent case of Lungowe, Zambian citizens brought a claim for dam
ages before an English court against UK-based Vedanta and its Zambian subsidiary KCM,
claiming that waste discharged from a copper mine had caused them personal injury and
other harm. The Court of Appeal held that the claimants had an arguable case on duty of
care against the parent company, inter alia because the company had emphasized in its
(p. 569)

sustainability report that it had oversight over its subsidiaries.72 This latter aspect may
pose a serious dilemma for companies. If they fulfill their responsibility to respect human
rights under the UNGPs, which require them to take responsibility for human rights risks
in their group and supply chain, this may increase the risk of owing a duty of care to third
parties.

D. Competent Forum
Common law and civil law jurisdictions have many different procedural features, and
claimants will take these into consideration when choosing a forum. Particularly the US
forums provide for punitive damages, class actions, discovery procedures, “no win no fee”
arrangements, contingency fees, and that all parties bear their own costs.
Particularly, the so-called discovery procedure (in England known as disclosure proce
dure) is of crucial importance to claimants. It means that before the start of the trial doc
uments related to the facts of the claim must be submitted to the court and the other par
ty. It goes without saying that these documents may be of crucial importance to comple
ment the prelitigation fact-finding (nr. 8). It is telling that companies are usually very will
ing to come to a settlement out of court once a date for the trial is set and the discovery
procedure is to become effective.
Another feature that makes US forums stand out from European forums is the possibility
to file a claim on behalf of a group of people who do not need to be identified. For exam
ple, the Khulumani case concerned a lawsuit against dozens of companies “on behalf of all
persons who lived in South Africa between 1948 and the present and who suffered dam
ages as a result of apartheid.”73 European jurisdictions do not provide for such opt-out
class actions, and it is unlikely this will change any time soon.74 Only some jurisdictions,
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such as the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, provide for an opt-in variety of a class
action.
Until recently, the US jurisdiction also stood out for the possibility to file human rights
claims against TNCs on the basis of the Alien Tort Statute (ATS).75 This statute dates from
1789 but had been dormant for a long time. The first modern case dates from 1980 when
it was held in Filártiga that a US court has jurisdiction to hear “any civil action by an alien
for (p. 570) a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations.”76 The subsequent de
cision in Kadic,77 holding that ATS cases can also be brought against private persons,
opened the way for the filing of claims against corporations. Thus far over fifty cases have
been filed. In none of them a final judgment on the merits has been handed down, and on
ly two cases ended in an out of court settlement.78
Over the past decades, the US courts have considerably limited the scope of the ATS. In
Sosa, the US Supreme Court interpreted “violation of the law of nations” as “the modest
number of international law violations with a potential for personal liability” at the time
the ATS was introduced. This implied that claims for environmental damage and for viola
tion of socio-economic rights were excluded under the ATS.79
For a long time it was thought that it was enough for the court’s competence to hear a
case if there was some link with the US jurisdiction, for example, an office or a subsidiary.
However, in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Shell, the US Supreme Court rejected the notion that
the purpose of the ATS was to make the United States a forum for adjudicating violations
of international law from around the world. It concluded: “even where the claims touch
and concern the territory of the United States, they must do so with sufficient force to
displace the presumption against extraterritorial application. […]. Corporations are often
present in many countries, and it would reach too far to say that mere corporate pres
ence suffices.”80
It is illustrative for the increasingly transnational law context of these claims, that after
the Supreme Court’s decision, Esther Kiobel decided to file her claim against Shell before
a Dutch court. Under the Foreign Legal Assistance Statute, a US federal court granted
Esther Kiobel access to documents, originally gathered during the US litigation, and held
by the law firm that defended Shell in the United States.81
Despite procedural disadvantages, claimants do not only use English forums but also con
tinental European jurisdictions to hold TNCs to account. The forum’s competence to hear
a case is regulated by EU law, and it allows claims against European headquartered com
panies to be filed before an EU court.82 Where the claim concerns the parent company’s
(p. 571) conduct vis-à-vis its subsidiary or supplier that caused the harm abroad, a link is
required between the claims against the parent and the subsidiary. To establish this link,
the court may need to consider the merits of the claim at an early stage. Lubbe v. Cape
concerned a claim before an English court against a parent company domiciled in the
United Kingdom by employees in its South African subsidiary for health damage caused
by exposure to asbestos. The House of Lords held that the English courts had jurisdiction
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to hear the claim, after it had established that there was evidence to support the allega
tion that the parent company’s own negligence was a cause of the harm.83
In the Dutch case of Nigerian farmers against Shell, the The Hague District Court and the
The Hague Court of Appeal in The Netherlands held they were competent to hear the
case against the parent company as its seat was in The Hague. The courts also held that
they were competent to hear the case against subsidiary Shell Nigeria because the claims
against parent and subsidiary were linked in such a way that for reasons of efficiency
they could be heard jointly.84

E. Applicable Law
Generally speaking, the law of the forum determines procedural questions, including
most evidentiary rules, whereas the private international law rules of the forum deter
mine the law applicable to the substantive questions of liability. In transnational litiga
tion, this often means that foreign law applies to substantive liability questions.
Once again, the ATS takes a special position in this respect. The competence of the forum
is determined by whether the claim is about a violation of the law of nations in eigh
teenth-century terms and whether there is sufficient connection with the US jurisdiction
(nr. 10). However, despite thirty years of case law, it remains disputed which law applies
to ATS claims. Some argue that international criminal norms should be applied, but this
does not sit well with the character of the tort claim. Others argue that US federal tort
law should be applied. It seems that the US Supreme Court supported the latter view in
Sosa.85
In the European Union, the Rome II Regulation determines the applicable law.86 In princi
ple, this is the law of the country where the damage occurs (art. 4(1)). In most cases, this
will be the law of the country where the victim resides rather than the law of the country
of the company’s seat. There are some exceptions to the main rule, but it is uncertain
whether they will be applied or help the victim much, such as if the tort is manifestly
more closely (p. 572) connected with another country (art. 4(3))87 or in case of environ
mental damage where the victim has a choice between the law of the place where the
damage occurred and the law of the place where the event giving rise to the damage oc
curred.88
Article 26 of Rome II provides that the application of a foreign law provision may be re
fused if this is manifestly incompatible with the forum’s public policy (ordre public). This
exception can arguably be applied if a foreign domestic rule undermines human rights,
such as allowing child labor, but this will usually not concern the key of the allegations.89
Finally, overriding mandatory provisions of the forum law remain applicable irrespective
of the law otherwise applicable to the dispute (art. 16). These are “national provisions
compliance with which has been deemed to be so crucial for the protection of the politi
cal, social or economic order in the Member State concerned as to require compliance
therewith by all persons present on the national territory of that Member State and all le
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gal relationships within that State.”90 The question is whether, for example, due diligence
legislation (nr. 5) amounts to such mandatory provisions.91
The disadvantage of applying foreign law is that the court will usually follow the legal sta
tus quo in the foreign country, which makes the court’s interpretation static rather than
dynamic. The forum court is not in a position to develop foreign law in the way it could do
with the forum’s law. This is usually disadvantageous for claimants because tort liability
of TNCs for involvement in human rights violations is a new area where hardly any prece
dent lies. This is a major obstacle to dynamically develop transnational tort law, particu
larly in conjunction with developments in soft law (nr. 5).
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